THE TRACKS PLANKS COLLECTION
Cherry, Walnut, and Oak SAILS in
white gold dust for floors and walls
The latest CADORIN additions to the TRACKS PLANKS
Collection feature a patented new type of working recalling
sailboat sails that has been given to the wood surfaces.
Countess tiny sails beating the wind are embossed in
relief in the characteristic triangular and oblong shapes of
different sail panels.

The inspiration for this unprecedented pattern signed by
Cadorin comes from the world of sailing to add yet another
original type of working to the Gravel and Woven patterns
already present in the exclusive Tracks Planks Collection.
Walnut Sails
These parquet planks are designed for both horizontal
(flooring) and vertical (wall panelling) use with an
exclusive raised patterning that evokes the pleasures of
sailing. Various finishes can be given to these “VELA” Sails
models: Cadorin offers Oak in pastel tones like sand-stone,
and WALNUT and CHERRY in a suggestive White Gold Dust
finish.

Thanks to the glistening sheen given by this application
of metal powder, these Gold Dust models trigger
fascinating plays of light in addition to the added value
given by antique-effect gold applied by hand.
Cherry Sails

Oak Sails

STONE WOVEN OAK, a tissue wood
floor with a modern design
An advanced suggestion that evokes the Stone Woven
Oak wood floor. On the surface develops an embossed
texture never seen before, almost to re-create a weave
of linen, which wraps around the entire floor. This special
working, called Woven, isn’t only pleasing to the eye and
agreeable to the touch: it also makes the surface of wood
very hard and compact, increasing the tread resistance
of the floor, while Stone finishing gives the wood a
contemporary face, perfect to be inserted into a modern
and evolved context!

Oak - Woven working - Rock finished

WOVEN OAK COUNTRY, when
elegance of wood meets the texture
of tissue
Brand new the Woven Oak Country parquet of Cadorin:
on the surface develops an embossed texture never seen
before, almost to re‐create a weave which wraps around
the entire floor. This special working, called Woven, isn’t
only pleasing to the eye and agreeable to the touch: it
also makes the surface of wood very hard and compact,
increasing the tread resistance of the parquet.
This working combined with the right finishing “Country”
make an unusual look parquet, the wood revised in a
modern, ideal for high design spaces.

Oak - Woven working - Country finished

Antique Woven Varnished Walnut, a
modern weft with the charm of the
past
A raised weft never seen before on a wood floor is what Cadorin
offers here in a special Woven working that is now a part of the
Tracce di Listoni Collection. For these parquet planks (used for
both floors and wall paneling) given the name Antique Woven
Varnished Walnut, the weft of a precious fabric is worked onto
the top surface of Walnut rich in variously shaded grain and
then given an antique finish for a truly original final effect.
Woven working is not only an authentic pleasure to touch
and see, it also makes the surface of the wood particularly hard
and compact and increases the floor’s wear resistance.
This planking has been given a particularly striking vintage
look by the application of a Painted Antique Effect finish that
evokes roots that go deep in the past.

Walnut - Woven working - Antique finished

American Walnut is one of the species selected by Cadorin to
be awarded its Selected Wood mark. Felled in North America,
this is one of the varieties most widely used for furniture,
flooring, and facing.

GRAVEL of LARCH contemporary
charm plank
Walk along a gravel beach, feeling under bare feet sweet little
round and smooth pebbles. The suggestion is strong but it is
even more so if, once you open your eyes, you realize that the
surface is a soft wood. The last frontier of Cadorin Group is this:
impress on the floor real reliefs, a completely new and patented
novelty in the field of wood flooring/paneling. So the Gravel of
Larch proposal of Tracks Planks collection, that reproduces
the random disorder of gravel, is eye‐catching, creative, definitely
out of the traditional schemes.

Larch - Gravel working - Nuanced gray and white
finished

The raw material is the Austrian Larch worked on the surface
with a gravel relief drawing and subsequently finished with a
nuanced gray and white varnish, through which you can see
the wood grains. This kind of superficial working produces two
extraordinary effects: on the one hand the unique aesthetic
relief combined with shades of color, on the other the wood
hardness, also for the LARCH by nature a soft and tender wood,
the result of this working is a hard and solid wood, and an
increase of the resistance to wear and the practicality of the
parquet.
The Gravel of Larch parquet belongs to the Tracks Planks
collection, a patented line that offers perspectives and forms
never seen before on a wooden plank. Besides the Gravel
working, it includes also the Woven working that reproduces
the texture of a linen cloth, or that one with animals, moon and

stars prints, for children rooms wood floors.
The use of wooden planks isn’t only for horizontal position, but
always more this solution is utilized also for wall and decorative
coverings.
The positioning of the Gravel of Larch planks on the wall
is an unusual mix of orientation, a puzzle both horizontally and
vertically, so as to achieve a new design for a fascinating result.

Oak - Gravel working - Country finished

The Austrian Larch is a wood that is selected by Cadorin with
the logo More Wood Fewer Km: its supplying is made in fact by a
distance very close to the Cadorin company (150km), making a
contribution to reducing the impact on climate change caused
by greenhouse gases from transport.

The TRACKS PLANKS Collection
Tracks Planks is a patented product line that offers elements
of perspective and forms never seen before in wood floors. In
addition to its Weave planking (also available in other types
of wood and variants), Tracks Planks also features patterns
developed expressly for children (lunar shapes and stars,
bear and wolf tracks) and Gravel working that gives wood the
natural effect of gravel, not to mention the SAIL working that
incorporates myriad tiny sail shapes beating against the wind
into the surface of the floor .

Oak - Gravel working - Rock finished

All these workings conducted through an applied pressure
technique make the wood particularly hard and compact and
increase the wear resistance of the surface to make it ideal for
every interior.
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